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I- VOCABULARY (8 Marks)
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4x 1= 4 Marks)\
1) Eating fruits and vegetables is good for your ..........................
a. experiment

c. health

b. speed

d. crew

2) Grey whales migrate to warm seas to ....................and look after their young.
a. peel

b. breed

c. book

d. combine

3) Glue is an!a ....................substance which is used for joining things together.
a. vast

b. rare

c. excited

d. sticky

4) My sister suffered many serious ....................after she fell down the stairs.
a. terns

b. edges

c. bruises

d. councils

B) Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list (4x 1 = 4 Marks)
(skull

- chew -

accidentally - head for - powerful )

5) I accidentally deleted some files on my computer, so I have to write my essay again.
6) More than three towns were seriously damaged by a powerful thunderstorm.
7) The skull is a hard part in the human body. It protects the brain from damage.
8) It is better to chew your food well before you swallow it.
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II- GRAMMAR (5 Marks)
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 x V2 = 2 Marks)
9) All my clothes are clean now. I washed .................yesterday morning.
a. everybody
b. everything
c. everywhere
d. nowhere
10) My brothers were very late last night, they ..............take a taxi to come back.
a. have
b. will have
c. have to
d. had to
11) If you travel to Dubai, you .......................Buij Khalifa and Burj Al Arab.
a. will see
b. saw
c. were seeing
d. see
12)1 am .......................go to the library to borrow scientific books.
a. went
b. go
C. going to
d.

*

B) Do as shown between brackets: (3X 1 = 3 Marks)
13) My brother doesn't like fish. I don't like fisl

se: Neither)

My brother doesn't like fish, neither do I
\*
14) The manager sent three messages yesterday.\-.

hange into passive)

Three messages were sent yesterday.
15) They met a businessman The business man wanted to buy their house. (Join)
They met a businessman who wanted to buy their house.
III- LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (6 Marks)
Write what you would say in the following situations: (3 X 2 = 6 Marks )
16) Your brother says that walking for one hour keeps you fit and healthy.
(Agreeing)
17) One of your cousins has bought a new sport car.
(Expressing Opinion)
18) A friend of yours wants to know your plans for the next summer holiday.
(Talking about future plans)
Any reasonable answer is accepted
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IV- SET BOOK (6 Marks)
A) Answer only (THREE) of the following questions: (3 x 2 = 6 Marks)
19) How did people communicate in the past?
By talking face to face! By carving! By painting pictures on stones ! By using fire.

20) How can a sailor find his way across the sea?
By using the compass.! By using the maps. I By using the stars.

(jf

jj

21) Thomas Edison invented many useful machines. What are they?
Machine for playing music and cinema

22) Why is creativity important to our life?
It helps us to solve problems.! It helps us invent new things./It changes how we do
things.

'7\ a
*
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*

Any reasonable answer is accepted
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V- WRITING (15 Marks)
"Environment means everything in the world around us which can

te a

report of two paragraphs (10 sentences) about "The environment
The following ideas and guide words might help you:
First paragraph: How you can help the environment (reduce reuse recycle raise
awareness)
-

Second pa

-

-

two: Why we should help the environment (important health clean
beautiful )
-

-

Plan (2 Marks)
Rubrics

Marks

Exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences
Pre-writing techniques (brain storming

mind mapping

-

-

outlining)

Total
Marks

10
2

Spelling and grammar

2

Handwriting, spacing and punctuation

1

15
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Write your topic here

I.
2'

..............................
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VI-READI1 COMPREHENSION (20M
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:
Bicycles have a long, interesting history. The first bicycle was developed more than
two hundred years ago. Early bicycles, however, did not look like today's bikes.
One of the first bicycles was called the hobby horse. It was made of wood! People
rode by pushing their feet along on the ground. Later, a bicycle that had wheels and metal
tires was invented. It was called the boneshaker. It was not comfortable. Inventors kept
working to make bicycles more comfortable.
Next, the high wheeler was developed. It had a very big wheel in the front. It was not
easy to ride, because the rider sat high up on the bike. He could be badly hurt in a fall.
Then bicycles began to have two wheels that were the same size. Those bikes looked
more like bicycles today. More than one hundred years ago, bicycles began to have rubber
tires filled with air. That was a solution to the problem of the uncomfortable ride. The new
tires made riding smoother. Today, children's bicycles and racing bikes are popular. People
ride bikes to get exercise. Cycling is safer than before.
?t&J\l (4x 2'A= 10 Marks
23) The best title for the passage co ç
a. History of Bicycles
c. Safe Cycling

. Bicycles in the past
d. Bicycles Now

24) The main idea of the (2 d) paragraph is .................................
a. The high wheeler bikes
c. Bicycles with rubber tires

b. The hobby horse bicycle
d. The big wheels bicycles

25) The underlined word It in the (3rd) paragraph refers to.................................
a. racing bike
b. wooden bike
c. metal bicycle
d. high wheeler bike
26) The underlined word popular in the (4th) paragraph means ..............................
a. unknown
c. famous

b. fast
d. huge

-'k Jii
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B) Answer the followin!! uuestions: (4 X 21/,= 10 Marks
27) What was the problem with the boneshaker bicycle?
Boneshaker bicycle was not comfortable.

JI

28) When was the first bicycle developed?
The first bicycle was developed more than two hundred years ago.
29) What was the hobby horse bicycle made of
It was made of wood.
30) Why do people ride bikes today?
To get exercise

*
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